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TOMORROW
TODAY



WE ARE 



ColeBuild is a leading construction company in Asia with
offices in Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, China,
Mongolia and Myanmar. Formed from a Thai-Singapore
joint venture, the company brings together more than 30
years of quality construction experience.
As a fully integrated construction service company,
we provide a comprehensive range of services from
architectural design to space creation & master planning to
interior fit-out. Our expertise across the building spectrum
is synergised from an in-house team of architects,
engineers, managers and surveyors.
Since the opening of Myanmar’s economy in 2011, ColeBuild
has been performing main contractor works in the country
led by an experienced team from Singapore and Thailand.
Our continued presence represents our ambition to be a
key player in Myanmar’s rise to economic success.
With ColeBuild, expect a first-in-class service and trusted
partner in construction.

About Us
➢ Started in 2007 as a Thai-Singapore joint 

venture company

➢ Over 300 staff employed across 7 countries in 

Asia

➢ A PSME500 company

➢ 100% of steel products are SGS certified

➢ Possess Class 1 builder’s license from Building 

and

➢ Construction Authority Singapore (BCA)

Our Mission

Perfection, Integrity and Quality before all else

Building Tomorrow , Today



The Power Of One
At ColeBuild, we have the resource, experience and track record to undertake all sizes of projects. With a comprehensive range of services, we are focused on meeting your business 

needs and delivering the project on time, every time.

Architecture Space Creation & Master Planning Earthworks

General Builder Works Structural Design Interior Fit Out



ARCHITECTURE
SPACE CREATION &
MASTER PLANNING
Good design has the power to enrich lives and enhance
communities. This is a philosophy firmly rooted in the way
we work to deliver exceptional design ideas and solutions
for our clients. Our experienced team of architects and
designers hail from the world over and are currently
based in China, where there’s a demand for iconic and
functional architectural designs.
Developing and constructing a building that’s impressive from the
façade is one thing. Equally important is how the building or property
should be designed to fulfil everyday functionalities and exceed safety
well-being. From site layout, accessibility, amenities, maximising of
space and adjustments to the environment, all these would have to be
taken into consideration as we strive to integrate tomorrow’s vision and
today’s urban aspirations.
Planning, designing and constructing for tomorrow



SPACE CREATION &
MASTER PLANNING
Good design has the power to enrich lives and enhance
communities. This is a philosophy firmly rooted in the way
we work to deliver exceptional design ideas and solutions
for our clients. Our experienced team of architects and
designers hail from the world over and are currently
based in China, where there’s a demand for iconic and
functional architectural designs.
Developing and constructing a building that’s impressive from the
façade is one thing. Equally important is how the building or property
should be designed to fulfil everyday functionalities and exceed safety
well-being. From site layout, accessibility, amenities, maximising of
space and adjustments to the environment, all these would have to be
taken into consideration as we strive to integrate tomorrow’s vision and
today’s urban aspirations.
Planning, designing and constructing for tomorrow.
Integrating vision and urban aspirations



EARTHWORKS

Ready to move even the toughest terrains

Earthworks is a key development of every construction
project. The process involves excavating, processing and
moving soil and unformed rocks to get the building site
ready for foundation piling and other construction works.
Equipped with our own fleet of heavy vehicles and
machinery, as well as having experienced local teams onground,
we are ready to move even the toughest terrains.
Furthermore, the entire process is supervised by our lead
team from Singapore to ensure quality assurance.



GENERAL BUILDER WORKS 

Licensed to carry out general and specialist works.

When it comes to general builder works, finding licensed
contractors who have the knowledge and expertise to
carry out said works is one of the most challenging. Not to
mention, keeping the project financially viable.
At ColeBuild, we have a team of in-house contractors you
can count on to deliver and meet the project’s requirements.
Our vast experience can be seen in our past and existing
projects in Myanmar, where we are recognised for our ability
to complete projects on time and at a reasonable price.



STRUCTURAL

DESIGN

INTERIOR FIT OUT

Leading the way with strong, stable fundamentals.

Buildings should be built to last and most 

importantly,

capable of supporting applied loads without failure. 

As

with other phases of the project, this is where utmost

professionalism, experience and expertise are once

again required. Our team of structural engineers, 

based

out of China, possesses the technical knowledge and

relevant experience to ensure your project meets 

design

specifications and load.



INTERIOR FIT OUT

Combining functionality and aesthetics to excite the 

senses

Even the finer details are taken care of at ColeBuild. 

We combine

functionality and aesthetics to deliver interior fit out 

that not only

pleases but also excites the senses.

From hotels to offices and private residences, we 

have completed high

quality fit out projects in Singapore, Myanmar, 

China, Vietnam and

Malaysia. Clients can expect to select from diverse 

designs ranging

from modern to classic to suit the development’s 

concept theme or

cultural nuances.



Safety is at the Heart of Our Work

Safety is a key focus of our business with our project sites 
rigorously inspected to ensure a
safe environment to work in. Our current safety record is a 
testament of our uncompromising
attention to detail on workplace safety, and one which we 
have every intention of upholding.



Working Towards a Sustainable Future

As a company, we believe we can do our part for

environmental sustainability and make a difference.

Through our work practices and eco initiatives, we

spare no effort to ensure our projects satisfy the

required international green standards. More than

just being an advocate of green construction, we also

make it a point to enrich and give back to society in

countries where our offices are located in.



Chan Hein Headquarters Yangon

Factory and Office Building

PORTFOLIO



7 Villa Yangon

3-Storey,27-Room Luxury Villa



TPS Wood Headquarters Yangon

Marchetti 

4-Storey Office Building & Showroom



Cask 81 Whisky Bar Yangon

2-Storey Luxury Whiskey Bar



JWD Cold Storage Warehouse Yangon

Factory and Office Building



Marchetti 

Office & Movie Studio Yangon

3-Storey Office Building with 

Movie Studio



Chan Hein Office Building Yangon

4-StoreyOffice Building Extension



Victoria Office Tower Yangon

12-Storey Office Tower



68 Residence Yangon

28-Storey Residence Tower



Dulwich International School Yangon

Dulwich College Campus



Volkswagen Showroom Yangon

Car Showroom



Myanmar Beer Yangon

Beer Factory



Mongolia

China

Myanmar

Vietnam

Thailand

Singapore

OUR PRESENCE



OUR TEAM



ColeBuild Myanmar Co., Ltd

22 Kaba Aye Pagoda Road

Bahan Township

Yangon Myanmar


